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Some mental health research sees bipolar disorder as an aspect of 
‘neurodiversity’ & as a distinctive neuroculture; and celebrates the high 
originality & productivity of the (hypo)manic phase of the ‘tidal existence’ 
that is BPD. 



Some social research sees (‘post-Fordist’) modes of production in 
the ‘creative’ cultural economy as demanding new kinds of time-
and-work discipline: workers are recruited as ‘flexible bodies’, 
rewarded for their ability to be innovative at high speed against 
fierce competition and time deadlines; but often discarded as 
‘human waste’ when their manic productivity cannot be 
sustained. 



Is liquid capitalism embarked on a new kind of bio-prospecting, which 
seeks to tap and exploit the market value of mania? 

Is there a conspiracy to make manic mobility ‘a natural extension of the 
economy’   (…a ‘lithium-for-liquid-capitalism’ conspiracy….)? 

How might such a conspiracy be unmasked and 
resisted/opposed/defeated?



Are survivor-poets cartographers, whose writings map ‘unanchored 
subjectivities’, under constant erasure, in ways that can inform 

mobilities theory & research…?  



                      Madness as mobility, mad poets as map-makers?          
                                           

All human subjects are simultaneously making and being made by 
‘maps’. Identities are usually stable, coherent and bounded: if not, 
they may be celebrated (as in poststructuralist theory) as the 
wandering schizo-subject whose flowing, displaced, non-dualistic, 
non-hierarchical, indistinct, messy, & chaotic self subverts the 
orthodox model; OR they are labelled mad….   Mad people often 
appear to be drifting, unanchored, without moorings, rootless, 
ungrounded… precisely because they prefer to seek out inter-stitial 
‘thirdspace’ milieux – uncoded, undesignated, undefined, free from 
imposed rules - to resist or challenge medical categorizations and 
related social inscriptions. 



So the fractured identities of mad people may be 
constituted partly by the diverse geographies of the sites 
they inhabit - across the twists and turns of their personal 
histories as escapees, neo-nomads; they internalise more 
fragmented, contradictory assemblages of identities than 
(supposedly) sane people. 



Where psychiatric patients are making lives in 
everyday space (eg ‘community care’), mobility is a 
form of resistance: their ‘evasive manoeuvres’ and 
liquid lives claim space for self-expression and 
identification, and they contest notions of the body-
&- self as a bounded medical site that the owner has 
little control over… 
(after Parr 1995, 1999, 2008)



     survivors’ poems chart the experience of living in a domain of 
‘runaway  words’ & colliding ideas; of mental space as 

heteroglossia & heterotopia
                                           

     (see Deleuze & Guattari 1988; Doel 1993a, b; Fox 1998, 1999, 2000) 



Some survivors’ poems are like ‘proverbs for paranoids’, modes of 
writing that show how subjectivity, instead of being inscribed by single 
unitary chains of meaning, can be unsettled, entrained and enunciated by 
multifarious lines of perturbation – by border crossings, proliferating 
connections, off-shoots, accretions… ‘ontological infestations’; 



Have survivors’ lives & testimonies already pioneered creative 
ways         of resisting the ‘forced choreographies of liquid 

capitalism’; of thriving among disappearing boundaries, dissolving 
networks, and liquid institutions; of ‘living on the quicksands of 

radical contingency’         (Bauman 2007)?



how identity can take the form of self-assembling 
entanglements, palimpsests - motionlessly voyaging through a 
heterotopic fluidity of teeming singularities, endlessly 
experimenting so as to scramble or recombine the uninvited 
voices of the over-coded world, to refuse and diminish the 
authority of striated disciplines and discourses,to swarm along 
unfinished series of plateaus, towards 1001 lines of 
flight….where everything is forever becoming-other,  in flux, 
liquid, circulating, involuting, scrambled, immersed in a myriad of 
heterogeneous flows…  



Survivors, as ‘mad travellers’ (actual &/or imaginary), may indeed be casualties 
in the sense that they are traumatized by their unbearably intimate proximity to 
the runaway world (Glass 1989), BUT their liquid lives and runaway selves may 
uniquely position them to be cartographers of newly emerging ‘spaces of 
flows’ (Castells 2000) and of ‘the messiness of the human predicament’ (Bauman 
1993).

survivors’ writings thereby document: the runaway self & a runaway world



Liquid modernity casts all of us as outsiders, outcasts, strangers, 
others; it encourages reflexive experimentation in our self-
constitution - a manic individualism; it accelerates the liquefaction of 
identity into privatised, episodic fabrications performed under 
‘constant erasure’, drifting along schizoid, fragmentary twisted 
trajectories. This world is as much about contested meanings as 
about material complexity; and the liquid mode of experience courts 
vulnerability, insecurity, ambivalence, confusion, and loss of 
orientation.  Liquid life is a series of new beginnings that demand 
swift and painless endings, resulting in a constant state of uncertainty 
and uprootedness (after Bauman 2005).  



“in the Clinical Description chapter (Ch 2 in Goodwin & Jamison 1990)… I relied not only upon the 
work of classic clinicians such as Kraepelin, and the many clinical researchers who had conducted 
extensive data-based studies, but upon the writings of manic-depressive patients themselves… many 
from writers who had given highly articulate and vivid descriptions of their manias, depressions and 
mixed states…  So, interspersed throughout clinical studies, symptom frequencies, and classic clinical 
descriptions… [are] excerpts from poems, novels and autobiographical accounts written by individuals 
who had suffered MDI…” (Jamison 1996 p165-6)

Experiential accounts are vital to an understanding of individuals and their illnesses… Patients’ 
firsthand accounts of their subjective experiences provide the personal dimension missing 
from clinicians’ and researchers’ reports, however astute their observations…Such 
descriptions can be a basis for the clinical management of patients’ concerns, also for 
generating hypotheses for clinical research (eg ‘switch process’, etc) (précis after Goodwin & 
Jamison 2007 p29-30)

M-D patients ‘in their own write’: why is new attention being paid to them?  



Firsthand accounts are subjective and necessarily biased. They may verbalize what is 
easiest to describe, or most novel, or out-of the ordinary, or what the observer 
wishes to hear….  But despite the shortcomings of language and the highly 
personalized vocabulary often used in describing MDI, certain words, phrases and 
metaphors are chosen time and time again, forming a common matrix of experiences 
(eg nature, weather, day/night, seasons; unpredictability, periodicity, violence, 
tempestuousness)… common language fragments include (in depression): slowed down, 
in a fog, exhausted, bleak, dearth of feelings, dull, flat dreary, colourless, hopeless, 
drab, heavy, too much effort, pointless, a burden, meaningless; (in hypomania): upbeat, 
effortless, intense, racing, energetic, speeded-up, wired, hyper, high, fast lane, ecstatic, 
flying (précis id, ibid)



one MDI-survivor’s own words… on the consolations of ‘a tidal 
existence’?

*

‘



I have often asked myself whether given the choice I would choose to have manic 
depressive illness.* Strangely enough I think I would choose to have it. It’s 

complicated. 



Depression is awful beyond words or sounds or images ... 
So why would I want anything to do with this illness? 

Because I honestly believe that as a result of it I have felt more things, 
more deeply; 

had more experiences, more intensely; loved more, and been loved; 
laughed more often for having cried more often; 
appreciated more the springs, for all the winters; 

worn death ‘as close as dungarees’, appreciated it – and life – more; 
seen the finest and the most terrible in people, 

and slowly learned the values of caring, loyalty and seeing things 
through’.

Kay Redfield Jamison (Epilogue in Jamison, 1996, p 217-8; cf original 
in G & J 1990 p21-22 )



‘If lithium were not available to me, or didn’t work for me, the answer would be a 
simple no               - and it would be an answer laced with terror…’ Jamison 1996 
p217, 1990 p21-22                                                         [‘…But lithium does 
work for me and therefore I suppose I can afford to pose the question.’ 1990 p22]



or  survivors’ words as humanistic cloak, to soften expert advocacy 
of lithium medication?



survivors’ words as heuristic, to ‘elucidate the occasional positive 
qualities of manic states’#?

# Goodwin & Jamison 2007 p30



…or… what if survivors’ ‘bias’ is beyond heuristic device or humanistic dressing, 
and takes the form of…

…testimony, protest, confrontation - about ‘poor’ mental health 
theory-&-practice…?

- lucid, vivid, questioning, wry, anguished, ironic, self-doubting, 
reflexive, critical, angry, rebellious - 



..Survival/recovery is sometimes a path of power struggles, activism & advocacy..  
      eg Peter Campbell                                                                                                       

        who founded Survivors Speak Out (1985) and Survivors’ Poetry (1991).

for survivors).. recovery may not be about adjusting to but rather rejecting information 
and support that does not have space for their own understanding (Campbell, 1996)

‘I object to the way power is stripped from me, the way that I am approached 
not as an individual but as a ‘manic depressive’.’ (Campbell, 1996) p48



So, often, survivors resort to ‘double-voicing’ ie ‘sounding [& 
performing] a Bakhtinian 2nd  (meta-)voice’, offering a reframed, 

subversive, mocking, ‘multiple ledger’ meta-commentary               
[see Martin E (2007) Bipolar Expeditions. Mania and Depression in 

American Culture]



‘Loss of control, whether truly lost or merely removed by others, and the attempt to re-establish that 
control have been central elements in my life since the age of 18. My argument is that the 

psychiatric system, as currently established, does too little to help people retain control of their lives 
through periods of emotional distress, and does far too much to frustrate their subsequent efforts 
to regain self-control. To live 30-40 years with a diagnosed illness is not incentive for a positive 

self-image. Illness is a one-way street, especially when the experts toss the concept of cure out of 
the window and congratulate themselves on candour. The idea of illness, of illness that can never 
go away, is not a dynamic, liberating force. Illness creates victims. While we harbour thoughts of 

emotional distress as some kind of deadly plague, it is not unrealistic to expect that many 
so-called victims will lead limited, powerless and unfulfilling lives.’

(Campbell, 1996) p53



What if ‘the occasional positive qualities of manic states’ have been so clearly 
elucidated that they have been opened up not just for experimentation by 
clinicians & scientists, but for exploitation by (creative, entrepreneurial) 

liquid capitalism?



Entrepreneurial firms in ‘creative cities’ seek staff with specialised, sometimes tacit 
knowledge, innovative talents, manic drive, for research, invention, technology transfer etc 
(Gertler; Florida)



‘Flexible-specialisation production systems’ began to dominate US economy from mid-1980s, viz 
post-Fordist, just-in-time capitalism, the vertically-disintegrated firm, labour-intensive and fluid; 
via poles of flexible exploitation & growth eg Orange County, Silicon Valley, Route 128 (Scott)

….What if what were once ‘the consolations of a tidal existence’ have 
become ‘commodifications’ of (the manic phases of) a tidal existence in a 

bipolar workforce?



The gales of creative destruction fuelled by the cyclonic energy of free markets & 
technological change have combined to produce the perfect storm, cutting a swath 
across Western and some non-Western economies - edgy, vicious, with a dynamics 
of instability & bifurcation (Barnes)



In brutal, fractal postmodern cities, categories of belonging are problematised and the 
politics of difference is paramount, with parlous working conditions, ethnic conflicts, 
increasingly atomised spaces, disintegrated support structures, tyrannical micro-nations of 
power (Davis; Dear; Soja)



In the manic production economy of neoliberal millennial capitalism, the worker is a 
disposable stock asset, encouraged to be the proprietor of his/her own productive, 
inventive high-energy performance, to ride the waves to fame and fortune, to fulfil 
the market value of mania. Mania is a distant frontier, a horizon inviting exploitation, 
promising profits to pioneers; a new continent of flexible workers & consumers 
whose creativity and productivity await further colonization…  ‘getting my 
biochemistry stabilised makes it easier for me to cope with this insane world’ (Martin) 
‘mania is a natural extension of the economy’ (KRJ) – selectively harnessed for liquid 
capitalism? 



Scott 2010 on Flexible Production, Creative Labour, Cognitive-Cultural Capitalism: 
                                                                                                          Capitalism as 
a whole today appears to be moving into what we may call a cognitive-cultural 
configuration as the world of work comes to depend more and more on the 
capacities of the labour force for independent decision-making, interpersonal 
interaction, and the deployment of specialized forms of cultural sensibility…



Scott 1999 on places of ‘localized innovative energy & successful entrepreneurial effort’  
..constituted as dense transactions-intensive foci of many interdependent activities, 
they are also places in which new social encounters and experiences endlessly occur, 
and enormous quantities of information are daily created and circulated. These 
processes unfold informally in many small, unrecorded events and encounters, but in 
cumulative terms they function as important foundations of centres of resourcefulness 
and invention in all sectors of production (especially the neo-artisanal, fashion, and 
cultural-products industries). These are all the more pervasive in large cities because 
of the countless combinatorial variations in the kinds of inter-personal encounters that 
can occur, and out of which there sometimes flow completely unexpected and 
unpredictable forms of creative action. Such labour markets are characterized by high 
levels of flexibility. Often (and in spite of the informatics revolution) the knowledge 
underlying these processes is quite tacit. . 



Acquiring this economically-useful knowledge in a timely manner depends on 
human relationships and on being able to interpret the information in 
meaningful ways. Simultaneously where economic specialization and 
flexibility are strongly present, rapid shifts in underlying networks of 
transactions occur as firms negotiate new contracts or restructure their 
buying and selling relationships, and as workers shift from one job to 
another. These are networks that are characterized by high levels of 
uncertainty, instability and complexity…



… cities function as ‘creative fields’ generating streams of both cultural and technological 
innovations. Post-Fordist cities are especially fertile terrains of commodified cultural 
production…. localities marked by intricate webs of human relationships and interchange, 
that continually engender multiplicity, flux, and unexpected events or experiences…
these mutually-reinforcing synergies at the core of the urban creative field are often most 
vigorous where there is experimentation & competitive rivalry, dynamic & discriminating..  



Scott 1999 on post-Fordist regimes of production and the economy of cities
These networks underpin an atmosphere rich in constantly shifting bodies of information 
(much of it quite informal) about technologies, markets, and product designs. As such, they 
help to foster economic creativity and innovation in many different types of sectors, including, 
in particular, some of the most dynamic leading edges of the contemporary economy such as 
high-technology industry, services, and cultural-products industries.….
Such economic environments have become much less stable than formerly, forcing firms in 
many sectors to adopt more flexible technologies and organizational patterns….
There arise positive & negative consequences for political & economic health & wellbeing.
eg in national policy, a perplexing trade-off between social protection and job generation. 



Scott 2002 etc on Hollywood as the paradigm of flexible post-modernism:                             
A local labour market comprising a large number of individuals differentiated according to
skills, sensibilities, and forms of habituation; constantly replenished by new talent from all 
over the rest of N America and the world….a seed-bed of creativity and innovation for the 
industry. Hollywood is one of the most arresting examples of the steady convergence between 
‘economic’ & ‘cultural’ in contemporary global capitalism, and of the burgeoning cultural-
products agglomerations that are on the rise all over the world today, no matter whether their 
stock-in-trade is film, multimedia, music, fashion, or any other vehicle of aesthetic and semiotic 
expression...                                                                                    



Barnes 2007 on the new economy as a perfect storm of creative destruction
Schumpeter famously spoke about “gales of creative destruction” that periodically tore 
through economies, fuelled by the cyclonic energy of market-driven technological change. He 
thought, though, writing in the 1940s that such gales would lose force, become gentle 
zephyrs, as the state increasingly predominated in social life. Capitalism would end with a 
whimper not a bang. How wrong he was. The rise of neo-liberalism over the last thirty year 
with its emphasis on  free markets (found now throughout the world), and its conjunction 
with technological innovation in the form of digitization, have combined to produce the 
perfect storm, the new economy, cutting a swathe across Western and some non-Western 
economies.



Therefore: go from functional to hermeneutic analysis of the capitalist space economy: to 
reveal how the wider powers of institutional & political relations are performed in the 
contingency of models & metaphors, & the social construction of texts? eg ‘trading zones’ 
(Galison)? ‘enactment’ (Mol)?



Barnes 2009 on creative-cultural industries and space/place in the new economy 
p1251 
Conceptualising the processes of inner-city transformation involving the new 
economy…
Scott’s ‘cultural industries’ model: insists on “synergies that lie at the intersection 
between agglomeration processes [of the new economy] … and the cultural 
meaning of place”. 
Florida’s ‘creative cities’ model: “place has become the central organizing unit of our 
time, 
taking on many of the functions that used to be played by firms and other 
organizations”. 



But such models are insufficiently sensitive to the role played by 
local urban exceptionalities, and the contingencies of place. Precisely 
how such transformation occurs, the antecedent conditions & 
subsequent outcomes, depend on the peculiar historical and 
geographical features of the city itself; general processes and forces 
are mediated by local factors, 
including path dependency & concentrations of leadership, 
entrepreneurship and talent…. 
And this new economy is often unstable, edgy, malicious, vicious, and 
socially divisive….



‘Mania’ has become a new continent, opened-up to exploration and development, ready to 
be tapped in the interests of greater creativity, innovation, productivity and profit…

In the USA, mania is culturally inflected to mean ‘wild success’; it is tantamount to a 
requirement for a career in Hollywood; it promises cultural potency and charisma..

The form of mania being extolled by & for the entrepreneurs of hyperactive neo-liberal 
market capitalism is portrayed as creative, but its results are conformist and coercive…

Further glosses, thoughts and questions prompted by Martin 2007 



How illuminating is it to examine this as an example of ‘bio-prospecting’ (Rose) – 
seeking to mine new veins of fools’ gold… to cultivate a new neuroculture of manic 
originality…?



What evidence is there re how recruitment/HRM/labour process 
policies/practices in post-Fordist production & the creative economy 
deal with personnel marked by bipolar lability &/or the driven 
workaholic lifestyle - both in their (hypo)manic & depressive phases?



Yet there is a ground-sea, an oceanic swell from 
those talking-back at psychiatry -the waves from 
which bring countervailing currents of resistance & 
opposition to the subject position that bio-psychiatry 
imposes; they reject the medical model, and they 
seek to scrutinise and expose the cloaking devices 
(the diagnostic labels, the abstracted and reduced 
personal testimonies) that conceal how mania has 
been turned into a fixed, stable thing – both biological 
entity and exploitable social asset.



The effect [of Kay Redfield Jamieson] on this public 
representation of BPD was dramatic – it would be hard to 
exaggerate the impact of her work; her book ‘Touched with 
Fire’ has become a major apologia for the marketing and 
promotion of psychiatric medicines and for encouraging 
creative workers to ‘ride the waves to fame and fortune’…



Scott 
1988 Global assembly-operations of US semiconductor firms
1988 New Industrial Spaces: Flexible Production Organization and Regional Development
1990 Regional development reconsidered
1996 The craft, fashion and cultural products industries of LA: competitive dynamics and 
policy  dilemmas in a multisectoral image-producing complex.
1997 Cultural economy of cities
1998 Multimedia and digital effects: an emerging local labor market
2005 Hollywood
2006 Changing Global Geography of clothing, furniture
2006 Creative cities: Conceptual issues and policy questions
2006 Geography and the creative field revisited
2008 Production and work in the American metropolis
2009 Rethinking human capital and creativity

The creative turn? creative industries, creative cities/regions/milieux, the creative class, creative capital/ism
… a turn to (a development of) a trading zone between cultural and economic geography…. ? 



Thrift
1996 Shut up and dance; or, is the world 
economy knowable?
1996 Refiguring the economic in economic 
geography
1997 A hyperactive world
1998 The rise of soft capitalism
2000 Pandora's Box: Cultural geographies of 
economies
2000 Performing cultures in the new 
economy
2004 The emancipatory city
2005 Knowing Capitalism



Florida
1991 The new age of capitalism
1995 Regional Creative Destruction
1995 Toward the learning region
2000 Economic Geography of Talent
2002 Bohemia & Economic Geography
2002 Competing on Creativity
2002 Rebuilding Lower Manhattan for the 
        creative age
2002 Rise of the Creative Class
2003 Cities & the Creative Class
2004 America's looming creativity crisis
2004 Creativity & Entrepreneurship
2005 Flight of the Creative Class

2005 Managing for Creativity
2005 Montréal's Capacity for Creative Connectivity
2006 Creativity, Connections and Innovation
2006 Regions & Universities Together Can Foster   
aaaaaaCreativity
2006 The Creative Class or Human Capital
2006 University for City & Community
2006 Where the brains are
2007 Sweden in the Creative Age
2007 Urban Density, Creativity & Innovation
2008 Creative China
2008 Creativity, Talent & Regional Wages in Sweden
2010 Human capital & the creative class



Susan Christopherson 
1986 City as studio; world as back lot: the impact of vertical disintegration on the location of the  
aaaaaamotion picture industry
1987 Flexible specialization and industrial agglomerations: the U.S. motion picture industry
1987 Workforce Flexibility: Implications for Women Workers
1989 The effects of flexible specialization on industrial politics & the labour market: motion 
pictures
1996 Flexibility and adaptation in industrial relations: the exceptional case of the US media 
industries.
2001 Net Working: work patterns and workforce policies for the new media industry#
2002 Project work in context: regulatory change and the new geography of media
2004 New Yorkers and the Creative Economy
2004 New Media: How Policy Shapes Work in the Creative Economy
2005 New media: the persistent influence of political institutions on work in cultural industries
2006 Placing the creative economy: scale, politics, and the material
2008 Beyond the self-expressive media worker



Don Mitchell 2010 The insidious work of the university: entrepreneurialism

# highly-accomplished professionals in NYC found great challenges in managing their time and careers: 
they spent an average of 20 hours p.w. unpaid in learning new skills and seeking employment
* creative workers in TV, music & magazines reported complicated responses to the freedom and 
autonomy they had expected to find in the new cultural industries. Their experiences of ‘pleasure’ and 
‘obligation’ were blurred, challenging and at best highly ambivalent, and were dominated by feelings of 
insecurity, uncertainty, isolation, victimisation and anxiety. 



Fragments of evidence re the damage that may be done by occupational 
flexibility/mobility
Kandel 1987 Job mobility and drug use.                                                                                               
           ‘the greater the drug use, the greater the job mobility’… (but causation could be either way)
Artazcoz et al 2005 Impact of flexible employment on psychosocial health.                                          
‘precarious jobs led to familial distress & disadvantage’… 



Glimpses of critical-hermeneutic studies of contingency/instability/divisiveness in 
creative economy 
Meric Gertler 1988 The Limits to Flexibility: the Post-Fordist Vision of Production
Andy Herod 1994 On workers’ theoretical (in)visibility in the writing of critical urban geography
Andy Herod 1997 From Geography of Labor to Labor Geography
Nick Dyer-Witheford 1999 Cyber-Marx: Cycles and circuits of struggle in high-technology 
capitalism
Dex 2000 Freelance Workers & Contract Uncertainty: effects of Contractual Changes in TV 
Industry. 



Blair 2001 ‘You’re only as good as your last job’: the labour process & 
labour market in the film industry 
McRobbie 2002 From Holloway to Hollywood: happiness at work in 
the new cultural economy
McRobbie 2002 Clubs to companies: the decline of political culture in 
speeded-up creative worlds
Indergaard 2002 The bullriders of Silicon Alley: new media circuits of 
innovation & speculation
Gill 2002 Cool, creative and egalitarian? Exploring gender in project-
based new media work
Fenwick 2003 Dancing with the Devil: towards Critical HRD 
(‘emancipatory vs exploitative’)
Fenwick 2005 Gypsy-scholars: dances outside the machine [‘fugitive 
academics’; ‘portfolio professionals’]
Sohrell 2006 Towards a 'post-modern' type of professionalism in 
cultural industries   [‘shape-shifters…’]
Hesmondhalgh & Baker 2009 Conditions and experiences of creative 
labour in 3 cultural industries*
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